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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2019115740A1] The present invention relates to a football board game comprising: 1) an element representing a football field comprising
a rectangular grid subdivided into bands, each band being in turn subdivided into boxes and comprising action boxes having at least one symbol
associated with a possibility of game action and/ or neutral boxes not having any symbol associated with a possibility of game action; 2) a plurality of
player pieces, each player piece having at least one value associated with at least one playing parameter of the player to which it refers; 3) a piece
representing a football; 4) at least one device capable of providing from time to time a random value to be combined with a playing parameter of at
least one player piece so as to determine the outcome of at least one type of game action; and 5) a set of game rules. The game according to the
invention is able to reproduce a very large number of the situations which typically arise during a football match, also depending on specific and
varied parameters, which may also be related to real football players and teams.
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